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Foreword
The significant social and technological changes of recent years have

accelerated changes in the educational program in developing a better under-
standing of the needs of pupils and a better means of meeting those needs.
The importance of getting a good start in school and building a strong founda-
tion of knowledge and attitudes in the elementary school is more widely recog-
nized than ever before.

The contribution of a well-organized program of pupil personnel services
toward the attainment of that goal for every child is the subject of this publi-
cation, the first statement issued by the Department of Education on guidelines
for developing such services in elementary schools.

It is our hope that the publication will assist school administrators,
school board members, pupil personnel specialists, and others who are
concerned to plan, initiate, expand, and strengthen pupil personnel programs.

Superintendent of Public Instruction
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Preface
Most of the elementary schools in California have offered some type of

pupil personnel services for many years. The services have varied from
school district to school district in quality, quantity, and organizational form,
depending upon the needs and resources of the districts, the availability of
specialized staff, and other factors. Some districts have relied heavily upon
the incidental services contributed by classroom teachers and principals.
But these incomplete and more or less unorganized services are no longer
adequate to meet the needs of the times.

If we are to help today's pupils to get the greatest possible benefits from
their education, we must provide a full range of pupil personnel services.
We must organize these services for greatest efficiency. We must offer them
to all children. We must use the special skills and knowledge of classroom
teachers, administrators, and pupil personnel workers.

This publication presents the point of view that there are more similari-
ties than differences in the services performed in elementary schools by
various pupil personnel specialists and that the guidelines provided here
should center upon those services rather than upon the specialties. However,
the distinctive functions of each specialty are recognized through the inclusion
in the Appendix of statements on role and function submitted by the several
California associations in the pupil personnel field.

Work on this publication began several years ago with the appointment of
a State Advisory Committee on the Framework for Pupil Personnel Services.
The first draft of a statement on pupil personnel services in the elementary
school was developed by a subcommittee composed of the following persons:

Lawrence J. Michiels, Chairman; Burlingame Elementary School District
Virginia Bailard (deceased), Long Beach Unified School District
Richard Carey, Bureau of Pupil Personnel Services, California State

Department of Education
Alice Henry, San Francisco Unified School District
Ross Munoz, Office of the Los Angeles County Superintendent of Schools
Afton Nance, Bureau of Elementary Education, California State Depart-

ment of Education
Mary Reed, El Segundo Unified School District
Marguerite White, San Diego City Unified School District

In the summer of 1965 the written materials produced by the subcommittee
were turned over to a writing committee, who were assigned to prepare the
final draft. Members of the writing committee were:



Maxine Ewers, Los Angeles Unified School District
Doris Gregory, Long Beach Unified School District
Alice Henry, of the original group
Gerald Miller, Specialist in Elementary School Guidance Services,

California State Department of Education
Robert White, California State College at Hayward

The statement then was circulated to a group of elementary school
guidance specialists, including representatives of the various pupil personnel
associations, for criticism. Reactions received from,the readers indicated
that, among other needed revisions, the chapter on evaluation of pupil person-
nel services should be red signed and strengthened. Accordingly, the follow-
ing persons were asked to develop a new schema for the chapter:

Joseph R. Martin, Sacramento State College
Gerald Miller, of the writing committee
Merville C. Shaw, Chico State College
R. Garry Shirts, Office of the San Diego County Superintendent of Schools
Barbara Varenhorst, Palo Alto Unified School District

Subsequently, the writing committee revised the draft once again and
prepared a final chapter on evaluation based upon the concepts developed by
this group.

Other members of the State Advisory Committee are:

Adele Alpers, San Rafael, California Congress of Parents and Teachers
Gordon D. Aumack, West Valley College
Hugh M. Bell, Chico State College
Doris Bryan, Oakland City Unified School District
Roger W. Chapman, Modesto City Schools
Ferd. J. Kiesel, San Juan Unified School District
Edwin V. Laplace, Richmond Unified School District
David D. Malcolm, San Diego State College
Lowell M. McGinnis, Los Angeles Unified School District
Glen W. Paul, Superintendent of Schools, Humboldt County
Gene Six, Pasadena High School
Mary Stafford, Burbank, California School Boards Association

This publication represents the thinking not only of the persons named,
but also of many others who contributed ideas as the publication developed.
Appreciation for their efforts and valuable help is hereby expressed. Especial
credit and thanks are given to Gerald Miller for his work in putting the manu-
script into final form. The publication was funded through the National Defense
Education Act, Title V-A.

DONALD E. KITCH
Acting Chief
Division of Instruction
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WILLIAM H. McCREARY
Chief, Bureau of Pupil

Personnel Services
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chapter
Introduction

It is no accident that programs of pupil personnel services as a feature
of public education have had their genesis and greatest development in the
United States. The strength of a democratic society depends upon the extent
to which its population is informed about, and dedicated to, the principles
upon which it is based. To strengthen such a society, our forefathers estab-
lished the public schools to provide an education for all American youth. As
our nation has developed, social changes have placed additional burdens upon
education. Population mobility and increasing industrialization have given
rise to disruptive influences in family life. The marked urban migration has
increased the problems of inadequate, housing and segregation and has caused
many pupils to grow up with poor self concepts, lack of incentives, and meager
experiential backgrounds. The rapid increase of technological information,
the impact of automation on employment, and demands for a significantly
higher level of academic education have increased pressure on pupils to learn
more in less time.

To help pupils to meet these new challenges ,ind to prevent the onset of
educational, social, and personal problems, the specialized knowledge and
skills of professionally trained pupil personnel specialists have been added to
the services of many schools. It has become apparent that if these services
are to be fully effective, they must begin early in life and must be available
to all children and their parents rather than limited to those who exhibit
serious problems. Prevention is the watchword. The preventive approach
predominates in the viewpoint expressed in this publication, although there
are times when correction is needed as well.

A child's progress in elementary school determines to a large extent his
success or failure in later years of schooling. Seeds of success--as well as
seeds of apathy, failure, or discontent, which lead some students to drop out
of high school--are, for the most part, sown early in the child's life. The
elementary school teacher has an opportunity to come to know the child inti-
mately. He plans for and with the child and his parents an educational program
suited to the child's capacities; each pupil is free to progress at a rate commen-
surate with his abilities. The teacher provides the kind of classroom atmos-
phere which encourages learning and self-confidence. Ideally, his own
personality encourages his pupils to use him as a model.

These are normal expectations for teachers, legitimate roles for them
to play. A pupil personnel program will in no way displace the teacher;
rather through providing supplementary services, it will enhance the teacher's
role and make it possible for him to perform more effectively.
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A pupil personnel program provides a spectrum of services designed to
aid each pupil to understand his own capacities, develop the skill to analyze
his abilities, make plans for his future, solve problems as they appear, and
come to accept for himself a system of values that will enable him to be an
effective, contributing member of society. Such a program makes use of
several specialists with a common concern about the child in relation to his
personal, social, and educational environment. They offer specialized serv-
ices, given with understanding and dedication, to aid the school in its task of
helping all children develop themselves fully -- academically, personally,
and socially.

The functions that are performed in a program of pupil personnel serv-
ices and the way in which these may be effectively organized are worthy of
serious study. The study might well begin with an identification of the objec-
tives to be sought in an elementary school pupil personnel program, the sub-
ject of the next chapter.
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Objectives

The importance of developing first a clear, complete statement of the
objectives of pupil personnel services in the elementary school should be
stressed. This step is essential to the success of any program. A statement
of objectives helps to define the scope of the services to be rendered and to
identify the persons to be served. Without it there are no limits to the serv-
ices or functions that may be ascribed to the program. Moreover, clearly
stated objectives are the only true guidelines for evaluating outcomesfor
determining the relative success or failure in reaching specific goals of the
program. Getting the school district governing board's approval of the ob-
jectives and of their inclusion in the operating policies of the school district
is a final step.

Underlying Principles

Certain principles underlie the program of pupil personnel services,
forming the base from which the objectives are developed:

Pupil personnel services should reach all children effectively.
All children--not just those who have marked problems- -need and
are entitled to services. This is hardly a new idea, but it needs to
be repeated. Emphasis also should be given to the word "effectively"
in the above statement, for it implies adequate scope and depth of
services and systematic evaluation of the results.

Pupil personnel specialists respect individual differences and place
a high value on the uniqueness of each pupil.
In collaboration with others, they seek to aid each pupil to develop in
those ways that will lead to maximum educational accomplishment and
social-personal effectiveness.

Pupil personnel services should aim primarily to prevent problems.
The preventive or developmental role is emphasized, but at the same
time the responsibility for working to alleviate or correct existing
problems falling within the scope of the program is accepted.

The objectives of pupil personnel services are in harmony with and
contribute to the general objectives of education.
However, the objectives should be unique to the pupil personnel
endeavor and stated in terms that permit objective measurement
(evaluation). The relationship of the two sets of objectives--those of
education and those of pupil personnel services--is clarified in the
following paragraphs.
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General Objectives of Education

The general objectives of education may be stated in various ways, but
most persons would agree that the following statements describe the concept
of educational purpose reasonably well. The three following objectives are
not mutually exclusive; each contributes uniquely to the whole purpose of
education:

The transmittal of knowledge and skills
This objective encompasses the historic role of education as the prime
transmitter of the cultural heritage.

The acquisition of knowledge and skills
This objective is closely related to the first but emphasizes the
academic development of the individual, accomplished through the
acquisition of knowledge, skills, and attitudes that will contribute
to his productivity and to the enrichment of his personal life.

The utilization of knowledge and skills
This objective focuses on the preparation of the learner to apply
effectively his skills to practical problems, problem-solving, or new
learning situations. It is concerned with the personal-social matura-
tion of the individual to the end that he will use his knowledge, talents,
and abilities to become an active and responsible member of society.

Although all staff members--administrators, teachers, pupil personnel
specialists--share in the responsibility involved in fulfilling these objectives,
the degree of responsibility they carry for each of the three objectives varies
according to their functions and assignments. The following delineation of
the objectives of pupil personnel services reflects a major responsibility of
the guidance specialist for the second and third objectives of education and
a lesser responsibility for the first.

The Objectives of Pupil Personnel Services

A major purpose of the pupil personnel specialist is to assist all pupils
to attain the greatest possible benefit from their educational experiences by
facilitating their ability (1) to acquire knowledge; and (2) to make effective
use of that knowledge. The following specific objectives are derived from
that broad purpose:

The optimization of learning
This objective can be divided into four subobjectives:
1. To assist each pupil to achieve at a level commensurate with his

ability. The child's performance in school should reflect a
reasonable degree of relationship between what he is able to do
and what he actually does.
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2. To assist each pupil, his teacher, and his parents to agree gener-
ally on the achievements and behavior to be expected of him.
When differences in expectations exist between any two of these
parties, problems may arise that are harmful to the child, impair
his learning, or have other serious consequences.

3. To promote effective interpersonal behavior. This objective
applies to personal interrelationships both between and within the
significant educational groups. Personal relationships are signi-
ficant not only between teachers and children but also between
teachers and parents, parents and children, and one child and his
peers. Breakdowns in any of these relationships can interfere
with the child's learning.

4. To minimize learning problems. The pupil personnel specialist
tries to prevent the occurrence of learning deficiencies through
applying the specialized skills of his training.

The utilization of learning
This second objective can be divided into six subobjectives, making a
total of ten program objectives. Some overlapping, however, occurs
between this group of subobjectives and the previous group.

5. To achieve an optimum level of education. One of the ways in
which learning may be used is in acquiring further learning.
Failure to do so is indicative of the inadequate functioning of the
total educational system, including pupil personnel services.

6. To effect a smooth transition from one educational level to another.
With appropriate assistance, pupils should move smoothly from
one grade level to another and from one school level to another.
If adequate preparation has been made through the use of pupil
personnel services, transitions are not difficult for most pupils.

7. To create positive attitudes toward school. Pupils should have a
generally positive regard for education. They should be motivated
to do well and should perceive the school experience as valuable.
The pupil personnel specialist has a particular responsibility in
this regard.

8. To assist pupils in the development of positive but realistic self
perceptions. Each pupil should develop a sense of identity and
personal worth; and each pupil should have a realistic picture of
who and what he is today, based upon an awareness of his strengths
and weaknesses, his beliefs and motivations, his usual modes of
behavior and the picture others may have of him.

9. To assist pupils in the development of appropriate levels of aspi-
ration. The attainment of an appropriate aspiration level is fre-
quently hampered by environmental factors. Some pupils aim
significantly below the level they might possibly attain, while
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others aim too high. Both situations are wasteful of human
resources and result in ineffective behavior on the part of those
involved. The pupil personnel specialist has a particular respon-
sibility to assist children to develop appropriate goals for them-
selves.

10. To promote the effective use of learning in problem-solving.
A pupil is not just a repository of information. He should be able
to use his acquired knowledge and skills effectively in problem-
solving. He should learn to solve problems of a personal, aca-
demic, or vocational nature. He should learn to take responsibility
for the consequences of his own actions and develop an ever increas-
ing degree of self-direction.

As used above, the term "learning" includes both the traditional knowledges
and skills that are taught in school and certain personal qualities--acquired in
school and elsewhere--that play so important a part in effective learning and
in the utilization of learning. The pupil personnel specialist capitalizes on this
significant relationship between learning and personality as he works with
pupils.

Moreover, this dual definition of learning commits the pupil personnel
specialist to a concern for the entire learning environment of the child. And,
in turn, it causes him to spend a substantial portion of his time in working
with and assisting the significant adults in a child's life--his parents and his
teachers. Through them, the pupil personnel specialist can often be most
helpful to the child.
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Pupil Personnel Services

Pupil personnel specialists help school systems to meet the objectives
set forth in the preceding chapter by providing a variety of services, some
unassisted and others in collaboration with teachers, administrators, and
other persons. Ideally, no single service is independent of the others; each
service is related and contributes to the entire program or group of services.

Principal Pupil Personnel Services

The principal services to be found in a well-developed program are
listed and briefly described in this section:

Counseling and consultation with significant adults in the pupil's life,
including parents, administrators, and teachers
1. Providing opportunity for the consideration of normal stages

of child growth and development, ways of getting along with
families and peers, and the value system inherent in a democratic
society

2. Initiating discussions with parents of each pupil concerning his
skills, strengths, weaknesses, and interests in academic, social,
and personal areas in order to begin the process of defining social,
educational, and vocational goals

3. Discussing as early as possible potential problems that might
interfere with the pupil's learning or social adjustment, and mak-
ing plans for their resolution

4. Sharing information about individual pupils and their families with
school personnel and planning together an optimal learning program

5. Conferring with parents and administrators about laws relating to
children and arranging for intervention by legal authorities when
necessary

6. Providing opportunity for interested teachers and administrators
to consider professional problems related to the pupil personnel
area

7. Assisting administrators in developing a philosophy and policies
regarding appropriate methods of discipline

8. Assisting administrators in the establishment of an effective
system of keeping records of pupil personnel data

7
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Counseling with pupils
1. Exploring with pupils, individually or in groups, the difficulties

that lead to learning problems

2. Assisting in the orientation of pupils who move from school to
school or from one level to another, and the articulation of their
programs, by such means as group discussions and planned
visitations

3. Interpreting pertinent educational and other information and
encouraging each pupil to become involved in the process of
defining social, educational, and vocational goals

4. Planning interventions on behalf of pupils at times of crisis

5. Preparing pupils for educational changes such as special class
placement and referral

Appraisal and assessment of the abilities, achievement, personal
development, and interests of pupils
1. Evaluating their progress periodically and systematically

2. Coordinating the group testing program and assisting teachers and
principals in using the results effectively

3. Studying systematically--by the use at individual tests, planned
observation, interviews with pupils and their parents, and rating
devices--selected children who have learning or behavior difficul-
ties and making recommendations for remedial action

4. Identifying and recommending candidates for placement in special
classes or for program adjustment in accordance with the require-
ments of the Education Code, including the following:

Special classes for educationally handicapped, physically handi-
capped, mentally retarded, or gifted pupils

Referral for speech therapy, speech reading, or remedial
reading

Retention or acceleration in grade
A shortened day
Transfer to another class or school

Referral of pupils and the maintenance of a liaison relationship
1. Determining eligibility for special education programs

2. Establishing with other school services and community agencies
criteria and procedures for referral and follow-up
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3. Procuring protective and legal services when indicated

4. Facilitating reentrance into school of pupils returning from local
or state institutions

5. Facilitating communication and exchange of information between
the school and other community agencies

6. Bringing to the attention of responsible officials deficiencies in
community services identified by school personnel

7. Participating in efforts of community organizations that serve
children by accepting memberships on coordinating councils,
agency boards, and similar groups

Participation in curriculum development
1. Providing guidance information

2. Serving on curriculum committees and workshops

3. Assisting in the preparation of curriculum guides

4. Assisting in the evaluation of instructional outcomes in classes,
schools, or districts

Staff development through collaborative efforts and inservice training
1. Providing guidance materials and information such as audio-visual

materials and reading materials

2. Assisting teachers to understand the following:
Characteristics of human growth
New developments in the behavioral sciences
Social and cultural factors which influence children's behavior
Factors which influence interpersonal relations

3. Assisting teachers to develop guidance skills, such as the following:
Techniques of conferring with parents and children
Interpretation of the results of group and individual tests
Understanding the needs of individual children
Interpretation of cumulative record data

Evaluation and research on the effectiveness of the pupil personnel
services ( see Chapter V.)
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Inappropriate Pupil Personnel Assignments

Occasionally pupil personnel specialists receive assignments that are
inappropriate. Some of these assignments tend to impair their relationships
with pupils; others involve routine clerical work and thus are uneconomical;
all of them take these professionals away from the duties they are best quali-
fied to perform. The following duties are not properly part of pupil personnel
service:

Punitive disciplinary action, including suspension

Attendance accounting
Substitute teaching
Classroom teaching, except of units involving group guidance tech-
niques such as study methods, use of sociometric devices, and infor-
mation about secondary school curriculums
Supervision of curriculum or instruction
Master- scheduling, recordkeeping, grade-posting, test- scoring, and
other clerical work, except for the supervision of clerical employees
assigned to pupil personnel services
General administrative duties other than in pupil personnel areas

The teaching of remedial reading, arithmetic, and so forth

The selection and evaluation of teachers

Some Differences Between Elementary and High School
Pupil Personnel Programs

A high school pupil personnel program cannot be superimposed success-
fully upon an elementary school and vice versa. Although programs at the
two levels share the same goals and render the same types of services, the
distinct differences between elementary and high school pupils require dif-
ferent approaches and emphases in providing the services.

Compared to his high school counterpart, the elementary school pupil
has different developmental characteristics, which influence his behavior
and his primary areas of attention and activity. He is much more dependent
upon his parents and his teachers. He is much more influenced by the
family culture than the peer culture. His ability to make decisions is more
limited.

His situation also differs from that of the high school student. His oppor-
tunity to make choices is more limited; his studies are selected for him. His
school day is organized differently; usually he has one teacher and one set of
classmates.

The elementary school pupil personnel program responds to those dif-
ferences in a variety of ways that distinguish it from the high school program.
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As examples, the specialist at the elementary level:

Brings his services to the child
Puts greater emphasis on prevention and early detection of learning
problems
Tends to work more with the significant adults in a child's life (his
teacher and his parents) and relatively less with the individual child

Focuses more on present problems than plans for the future

Stresses aiding the child to learn readily and to develop his ability
to learn to live and work harmoniously with others



chapter/V Initiation or Expansion of
Pupil Personnel Services Programs

Elementary school systems differ greatly according to the communities

they serve. Wealth and size of the community, educational philosophy of the

school district governing board, number and ability of staff members, and

needs and abilities of pupils are a few of the differentiating factors. Because
school systems differ, pupil personnel programs also differ in scope and

quality, even though their general objectives are quite similar. Regardless,
all such programs must strive to provide (1) a full range of services to all

pupils; and (2) opportunity and assistance to every teacher to become an active

participant in these endeavors.

Sequence of Program Development

Plans for initiating or expanding the pupil personnel program might well

begin with consultations between pupil personnel specialists and teachers,
administrators, supervisors, parents, and others concerned.

Development of Objectives

As indicated in Chapter II, one of the first steps to be taken is the devel-

opment of a clear, comprehensive statement of objectives that has the general

support of those consulted.

Survey of Existing Services

Onc2; the objectives have been formulated, a survey of pupil personnel
services now being provided in the district should be undertaken. These
services should then be measured against the kinds and amounts of services
that constitute a desirable standard, and the missing elements or deficiencies
should be determined.

In order to evaluate existing services, personnel who are responsible for

program development must acquaint themselves as fully as possible with all

aspects of exemplary pupil personnel services. Books and pamphlets recom-

mended for reading are listed in Appendix A, and other pertinent materials

are reproduced in the subsequent appendixes of this publication. In addition,

visits to school systems known to have well-developed programs may be

helpful. Consultation services for program development are available from

many sources, which are listed in the last section of this chapter.

13
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Establishment of Priorities

At this point, decisions must be made to implement the survey findingsand set priorities concerning the kinds and amounts of services that are tobe made available, the number of personnel to be hired, the staffing patternto be adopted, and the physical facilities to be provided.

School districts are required to provide child welfare and attendanceservices and also psychological services for the state-mandated programsfor mentally retarded, educationally handicapped, and mentally gifted children.Thus, these two services must be provided first, either by the staff of theoffice of the school district or by the staff of the county superintendent.

The adoption of a master calendar showing the sequential steps that willbe taken to accomplish the desired goal is recommended. By following sucha master plan, districts initiating a pupil personnel program or expandingone whose services are minimal can start with a relatively modest effort and
gradually expand to a fully developed program as fast as their resources
permit. Otherwise, the program may suffer from haphazard or expedientdecisions.

Direct Services for Small Districts

Unified school districts with enrollments of 1,501 or less, and elementary
school districts with enrollments of 901 or less, are eligible to receive direct
pupil personnel services from the office of the county superintendent ofschools, which is required to provide services mandated by state law (see
Education Code sections 8501 and 8651 in Appendix C). Additional servicesgiven to such districts depend upon the districts' needs and the work load of
the staff of the county superintendent, who determines the amount of servicesin consultation with district personnel. Districts may increase the amount ofdirect services by contracting with the county superintendent for additionalstaff time.

School districts too large to be eligible for direct services but unable tosupply services through their own staffs may likewise seek to secure them bycontracting with the county superintendent either separately or in cooperationwith other districts. Such contracts wL1-1 school districts may enable the
county superintendent to employ additional pupil personnel specialists.

By a similar arrangement, a group of small districts cooperatively mayemploy a pupil personnel specialist and ask the office of the county superin-tendent of schools to coordinate these services. In such a case, caution shouldbe taken to avoid overloading this worker and spreading his services too thin.A feasible work load can be based upon a priority of services desired by thecooperating districts.

Funds from the National Defense Education Act, Title V-A, may be avail-able to small districts for securing pupil personnel services, provided dis-tricts are able to meet the qualifying standards, including a prescribed
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counselor-pupil ratio. Information may be obtained from the Bureau of Pupil
Personnel Services, California State Department of Education.

Staff Requirements of Larger Districts

The size of the school district and the amount of funds available determine
initial staffing of a pupil personnel services program. Regardless of its size,
every district should designate a program coordinator. Good professional
leadership is essential to a successful program. A district should employ or
appoint a person who is fully qualified by education and experience and cre-
dentialed in the pupil personnel services area, assigning to him the responsi-
bility and the authority to provide leadership and coordination in the program.
In small districts the coordination function may be a part-time assignment,
but in most districts the demands of this position will call for full-time service.

This question arises: Should a school district hire a generalist or a
specialist or use the team approach? A generalist is trained and experienced
in several of the pupil personnel areas; a specialist, in only one. The team
approach is based on the concept that specialists in this field perform both
common and distinctive functions. Working as a team, they complement each
other and render a higher quality of professional service than they could by
working independently. A small district, even one committed to developing
a team of specialists, initially may be unable to employ more than one pupil
personnel person and thus should seek a generalist.

As district size increases, so should the pupil personnel staff. New
staff members should be employed who are best qualified in training and
experience to carry out the specific services that need to be added or increased
to strengthen the p ogram. Chapter III describes all services that are deemed
essential in a fully developed program; and in the following section, the per-
sonnel who perform them are briefly described. Complete job descriptions
of pupil personnel specialists are given in Appendix B.

The Guidance Team

Districts that wish to develop a program consisting of a team of pupil
personnel specialists should consider similarities as well as differences
in the functions of specialists. When similarities are thoroughly understood,
it will be possible to add additional services based upon the specialized skills
of various specialists.

Common functions of all pupil personnel specialists are shown by the
following major activities in which they engage:

Helping pupils to achieve better self-understanding and use of their
abilities
Assisting teachers and administrators in such activities as curriculum
development, inservice training programs, and child study
Developing and maintaining pertinent information about pupils
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Contributing to research in the pupil personnel field
Working with parents and child-serving groups in the community
Referring individual children to other community agencies for
assistance

It has been emphasized throughout this publication that there are more
similarities than differences among the various pupil personnel specialists.
An attempt has been made to describe the services that should be offered to
elementary school pupils rather than the specialists who offer them. However,
in recognition of the fact that these specialists have distinctive functions
based upon their major field, these specialists are briefly described here.
More complete descriptions have been included in Appendix B.

School Psychometrist. Assesses intellectual and educational character-
istics of children, including the administration of individual psychological
tests.

School Psychologist. Studies and assists individual pupils, using exten-
sive and intensive psychological techniques . Recommends appropriate edu-
cational and psychological remediation for exceptional children. Determines
eligibility for, or recommends pupil placement in, special programs or
classes.

Child Welfare and Attendance Supervisor. Interprets and aids in enforc-
ing laws relating to children, initiating and participating in legal proceedings
on behalf of truant, insubordinate, or neglected children and against parents
who violate school attendance laws. Collaborates with other school personnel
and community agencies toward the resolution of problems of school adjust-
ment.

School Social Worker. Provides casework services for children whose
apathetic, defiant, or destructive behavior, stemming from stressful con-
ditions in their lives outside of school, prevents them from learning as
normal children learn. Casework services involve the home, the school,
and the community.

School Counselor. Provides services for all pupils through di 'ostic
and adjustive techniques. Provides consultant services to teachers and
parents and maintains a liaison with community organizations. Services are
primarily preventive rather than re.nedial in nature.

Staff Ratios

The determination of a desirable ratio of pupil personnel specialists to
pupils is difficult because of the number and complexity of the factors
involved. A ratio has meaning only when seen in relation to the total needs
and services of a school system and as an index of the staffing pattern of a
clearly defined operating unit of pupil personnel services.
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In determining a desirable ratio, school administrators must seriously
consider the following questions:

Is the teacher-pupil ratio high, average, or low?
Do pupils exhibit a high, average, or low degree of special needs and
problems? For example: What is the transiency rate? How many
pupils come from disadvantaged circumstances?
Does the school provide an extensive program of special education?
Is the pupil personnel program perceived as one that serves all
pupils or only those with special needs or problems?

To leave the discussion at this point would not be very helpful. School
personnel who are initiating or expanding pupil personnel programs, or
considering doing so, need some guidelines to help them make decisions
concerning staffing. If the ratios suggested in the following paragraphs can-
not immediately be attained, they can serve as recommended goals toward
which school districts can progress as time and circumstances permit.

So, when answers to questions such as the foregoing and other pertinent
factors have been considered, it is recommended that child welfare and
attendance, pupil counseling, psychological, and social work services be
made available on a districtwide basis in the following ratios of pupil person-
nel specialist to pupils, depending upon the degree of need for, and the extent
of, services to be provided:

Minimal 1: 1,200
Acceptable . . . . 1: 900
Preferable . . 1: 600

If a district assigns any members of the pupil personnel staff to specific
schools, the school ratios can be adjusted within the district ratio to suit
the needs of the particular schools.

Consultation Services

Help in program development can be obtained from consultants outside
the school district. Consultants from special fields such as anthropology,
mental health, psychiatry, psychology, jurisprudence, and others can often
contribute to the initiation of new programs, the upgrading of job performance
of staff, evaluation, and planning for changes in the program.

The value in using a consultant depends in part on prior staff agreement
on his role and assignment as a consultant and in part on the readiness of
the staff to accept, at least tentatively, his contributions and findings and to
consider their implications for improvement.

Consultation service is usually obtained by means of a contract or agree-
ment between a school district and an agency or a professional person,
covering a description of the work to be done, the time schedule, and other
details.
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Possible sources of consultation services include the following:
California State Departments of Education, Employment, Mental
Hygiene, Public Health, Social Welfare, Rehabilitation, Youth Authority,
and others
Offices of county superintendents of schools and of other school
districts
Specialists in colleges and universities
Short-Doyle Community Mental Health Services, which provide staff
for mental health consultation by contract with local mental health
facilities
Local agencies that offer assistance in planning programs for children
with special needs
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VEvaluation

Only through regular and systematic evaluation can the effectiveness of
pupil personnel programs be demonstrated and desirable changes be made.
Evaluation of any educational program requires two preliminary steps: (1)
a statement of objectives must be formulated; and (2) a group of services
keyed to those objectives and to a given educational situation must be
developed. Without these two steps, evaluation is impossible.

The central question in evaluation is: "Is the program accomplishing
the objectives?" Therefore, evaluation may well begin with a restatement
of the objectives in question form, the method followed in this chapter.
That objectives may need to be elaborated or made more specific to suit a
given situation does not alter the essential relationship between the stated
objectives and the questions on which the evaluation is based.

Evaluation also requires seeking and selecting the kinds of information
that will measure adequately the accomplishments of the program.

Meaningful evaluation also calls for an experimental attitude on the part
of the staff, a willingness not only to make desirable changes in the program
but also to try various approaches to the rendering of pupil personnel serv-
ices in the absence of proven methods. Without such an attitude, it is doubt-
ful that evaluation will have any lasting values.

Evaluation Data

Three general kinds of data are useful in the evaluation of pupil personnel
programs: enumerative, opinion, and outcome.

Enumerative Data

Enumerative data show amounts. Questions such as, "How many?" and
"How long?" produce data of this kind. Essentially, enumerative data reflect
the amounts of time spent by pupil personnel specialists. Such information
helps to determine to what degree program objectives are being met. For
example, if the data show that the specialists spend a great deal of their
time with a few children who have serious problems, the evaluator could
rightly question whether the objective of providing preventive or developmental
services to all pupils is being accomplished. Enumerative data are objective.
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Opinion Data

Opinion data reflect subjective attitudes. Opinion data are essential in
making an evaluation, for they show how pupils, teachers, and other clien-
tele feel about pupil personnel services. The extent to which clientele per-
ceive the guidance specialist to be performing significant, valuable, and
effective services is obviously important. Without their support and coopera-
tion, the program will suffer.

Outcome Data

Outcome data may be either objective or subjective. Of the three kinds
of data, outcome data show most directly the extent to which the objectives
have been achieved. They help to answer key questions such as, "Do most
pupils actually achieve in school subjects according to their ability levels?"
"Are performance expectations for pupils held by teachers, parents, and
pupils generally congruent?"

Outcome data may reflect immediate or long-range results. For example,
they may reveal that most of the pupils display but a minimum of learning
problems, but they may also reveal whether this condition prevails as the
pupils progress through school.

Emphasis is placed on the fact that none of these three kinds of data
alone provides sufficient evidence to judge a program. In some ways, it is
true, outcome data are the most significant. However, if the outcome data
are negative, information obtained from enumerative data or opinion data
may help answer the question of why this is so. The collection of certain
enumerative datagenerally the easiest to gather--may reveal that until
certain changes in the program are made, there is little point in collecting
the more complex outcome data.

Guidelines for Evaluation

This section may well be the most significant one in the entire publica-
tion. It presents a valid, objective, and research-oriented method of program
evaluation and offers a challenge and a unique opportunity to pupil personnel
specialists to justify their programs. This method is as follows:

Restate each objective of the program as a question.
Under each question make three columns for (1) enumerative data;
(2) opinion data; and (3) outcome data.
In each column enter questions and examples to elicit data proving
whether or not the objective is being achieved.
Collect the data.
Evaluate the data.
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This method is illustrated on the following pages. Each of the ten
objectives of pupil personnel services listed in Chapter II has a corresponding
evaluation guideline. For example, the first objective is "to assist each
to achieve at a level commensurate with his ability." The guideline repeats
the objective and then recasts it in question form: "What is the correlation
between pupils' ability and achievement?" Under the question are three
columns headed "enumerative data (simple counting), " "opinion data (sub-
jective attitudes), " and "outcome data (behavioral change)." In each column,
appropriate questions and examples are given to illustrate the kinds of infor-
mation that can be obtained to help answer that particular guideline question.
The remaining nine objectives are treated in the same manner.

It should be emphasized Laat the questions and examples listed in the
following pages are merely aids or suggestions to the evaluator; he should
add to or particularize the questions and examples to serve the needs of his
own situation.

Objective No. 1: To assist each pupil to achieve at a level commensurate
with his ability

Question: What is the correlation between pupils' ability and
achievement?

Enumerative data
(simple counting)

Opinion data
(subjective attitudes)

Outcome data
(behavioral change)

What is the relationship
between achievement and
ability test scores?

Example: Compare pu-
pils' percentile rankings
on the California Achieve
ment Test in reading to
their scores on the Calif-
ornia Test of Mental
Maturity.

Example: Compare pu-
pils' percentile rankings
on the Wide Range
Achievement Test to
their scores on the Binet.

What is the teacher's
impression of pupil
progress?

Example,: Do teacher
reports indicate improve-
ment in school subjects?

What are the results of
pre- and post-testing?

Example: Do pupils
show improvement in
post-tests of reading
and other skills?
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Objective No. 2:

Question :

To assist each pupil, his teacher, and his parents to agree
generally on the achievements and behavior to be expected
of him

What are teachers' and parents' goal expectations for
pupils?

Enumerative data
(simple counting)

Opinion data
(subjective attitudes)

Outcome data
(behavioral change)

What are teachers' and
parents' assessments
of pupils' academic goals?

Example: What percent of
teachers state that chil-
dren's academic goals are
realistic?

Example: What percent of
parents report their chil-
dren's academic goals are
realistic?

Example: How do the
above percents compare
for the same children?

Academic
Do parents feel their
children's academic
goals are satisfactory?

Example: What attitudes
do parents express in
parent conferences?

Are pupils achieving at
a level which is suffi-
cient to attain their
stated academic goals?

Example: Are semester
grades adequate to ob-
tain stated academic
goals?

What is the relationship
between teachers' and
parents' assessments of
pupils' personal goals?

Personal
Do parents feel their
children's personal goals
are adequate?

Example: 'What attitudes
do parents express in
parent conferences?

Are appropriate peer
relationships observed
in the classroom and
on the playground?

Example: Do socio-
grams indicate im-
provement in social
acceptance and behav-
ior?

Are volunteer pupil
responses in the class-
room increasing?



Objective No. 3: To promote effective interpersonal behavior

Question:
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Do pupils display more effective interpersonal behavior?

Enumerative data
(simple counting)

Opinion data
(subjective attitudes)

Outcome data
(behavioral change)

Are teachers handling
behavior problems more
effectively?

Example: Are fewer
disciplinary referrals
being made?

Has consultation between
pupil personnel specialists
and staff increased?

Example: To what extent
has the number of con-
tacts between pupil per-
sonnel specialists and
staff increased?

Interstaff

Are appropriate disci-
plinary referrals being
made?

Example: Can teachers
differentiate between
preventive and punitive
disciplinary referrals?

How have teachers
demonstrated a more
effective use of
guidance procedures?

Example: Do observa-
tions show that classes
are child centered
rather than subject
matter centered?

Has consultation between
parents and pupil person-
nel specialists increased?

Example: To what extent
have parent contacts with
each pupil personnel
specialist increased?

Home-School
Are teachers handling
parent contacts more
effectively?

Example: Do teachers
feel that pupil personnel
specialists have assisted
them in developing more
effective parent-teacher
conference techniques?

Does the pupil person-
nel program elicit
approval?

Example: Do parents
commend school for
educational and guidance
services?

Example: Do schools
with a well-developed
school personnel
services program re-
ceive more positive
comments from parents
than schools with
minimal service?
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Enumerative data Opinion data Outcome data

Are fewer unsatisfactor

Pupil-Teacher

Do pupils feel that the Do pupil scores on
notices given to children? teacher has improved tests in academic

Example: Has the number
the method of handling areas improve?
discipline?

Example: ro pupils inof unsatisfactory notices
decreased?

Are there fewer tardines-

Example: Do question- rooms with effective
discipline score higher
on achievement tests
than matched children
in rooms without
effective discipline?

naires or conferences
indicate that pupils feel
they are appropriately
disciplined?

ses and truancies?

Example: Has the number
of tardinesses and truan-
cies decreased?

Objective No. 4: To minimize learning problems

Question: Do pupils complete their vocational and educational
preparation to a level commensurate with their abilities
and appropriate aspirations?

Enumerative data
(simple counting)

Opinion data
(subjective attitud: s)

Outcome data
(behavioral change)

Do teachers who use pupil
personnel services have
fewer retentions and con-
ditional promotions?

Example: How many
pupils are retained or
promoted conditionally?

Are there sufficient pro-
visions for remedial
instruction?
Example: How many of the
pupils reading two or more
years below expectancy
are receiving remedial
instruction?

Do teachers feel that
their pupils had adequate
preparation the previous
year?

Example: Do cumulative
record card entries con-
cerning material covered
agree with actual func-
tioning level?

Do remedial pupils
show significant
improvement?

Example: Do post-
test scores show sig-
nificant improvement
over pre-test scores?

Do pupils indicate
readiness for each
grade level?

Example: Do readiness
tests and teacher judg-
ment agree with actual
grade placement?
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Objective No. 5: To achieve an optimum level of education

Question: Do follow-up studies indicate that pupils achieve educa-
tional and vocational goals on a level commensurate with
their abilities and appropriate aspirations?

Enumerative data
(simple counting)

Opinion data
(subjective attitudes)

Outcome data
(behavioral change)

Do pupils complete high
school and go on to
junior colleges, trade
schools, and four-year
colleges?

Example: How many
pupils completed high
school this year as
compared with last year?

Do pupils feel that the
elementary school
provided them with
sufficient academic
background to achieve
in high school?

Example: What do fol-
low-up questionnaires of
first-year high school
students indicate as
strengths and weaknes-
ses in the elementary
program?

Do pupils who have
participated in coun-
seling sessions achieve
significantly better
than those who do not?

Example: Do achieve-
ment test scores of
pupils participating in
counseling sessions
show significant
increases as compared
to matched groups of
pupils who did not
participate in coun-
seling sessions?

Objective No. 6: To effect a smooth transition from one educational level
to another

Question: Do studies indicate that pupils are making smooth tran-
sitions from one educational level to another?

Enumerative data
(simple counting)

Opinion data
(subjective attitudes)

Outcome data
(behavioral change)

Has an effort been made
12y staffs of the elementary
and high schools to facili-
tate a smooth transition
from one grade level to
the next?

Is there effective com-
munication among pupil
personnel specialists of
one educational level
and the next?

To what degree do
pupils have useful
informatior about the
educational level they
are entering?
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Enumerative data Opinion data Outcome data

Example: Do studies
indicate that the current
student council functions
better than the preceding
council did?

Objective No. 8: To assist pupils in the development of positive but
realistic self perceptions

Question: Do pupils develop positive and realistic self concepts?

Enumerative data
(simple counting)

Opinion data
(subjective attitudes)

Outcome data
(behavioral change)

Do pupils have a realistic Do pupils, teachers, and Have pupils' self
picture of their intellec- parents feel that pupils concepts become more
tual potential? have positive and realis- positive?

Example: Are test scores
tic self concepts?

Example: Do self
Example: Does teacherdiscussed with all pupils?

If they are not, with how
many?

Are pupils able to cor-

concept scales indicate
more positive self
concepts after guidance?

Do pupils show positive

opinion regarding a
pupil's feelings about
himself agree with the
pupil's? The parents'?
Other teachers' ?

Do teachers correctly

rectly identify themselves and realistic behavior
as followers, leaders, changes after guidance?
isolates, and s- forth?

Example: Do post-test
Example: Do sociograms

identify isolates and
leaders? results using evaluative

techniques such as 20
questions or Q- sort
indicate positive and
realistic changes when
compared with pre-test
data?

support a pupil's picture
of himself as a leader?
A follower, and so forth?

Example: Do sociomet-
ric data agree with
teachers' opinions
regarding identification
of isolates and leaders?
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Objective No. 9: To assist pupils in the development of appropriate levels
of aspiration

Question: Do pupils-develop appropriate levels of aspiration?

Enumerative data
(simple counting)

Opinion data
(subjective attitudes)

Outcome data
(behavioral change)

Are the stated aspirations
of pupils appropriate?

Example: Have the aspi-
ration levels of pupils
been recorded on cumula-
tive records? In terms of
intellectual potential or
socioeconomic factors,
are the levels of aspira-
tion appropriate? In how
many cases?

Do pupil personnel spe-
cialists and teachers
view pupils' aspirations
as appropriate?

Example: Do pupil per-
sonnel specialists and
teachers view pupil
aspirations as appropri-
ate? Do the judgments
of pupil personnel spe-
cialists and teachers
agree ?

Do follow-up studies
show that pupils per-
sist in their stated
levels of aspirations?

Example: Do courses
selected in the high
school relate to the
stated aspirations?

Example: Are stated
aspirational levels
more appropriate
after counseling than
before?

Objective No. 10: To promote the effective use of learning in problem-
solving

Question: Do children appropriately utilize learning in problem-
solving?

Enumerative data
(simple counting)

Opinion data
(subjective attitudes)

Outcome data
(behavioral change)

Has guidance assisted
pupils in overcoming
personal problems?

Do pupils, teachers, and
parents feel that guid-
ance has been effective
in teaching problem -
solving

Has growth been
apparent in the problem-
solving abilities of
pupils?
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Enumerative data I Opinion data Outcome data

Example: Do shy pupils Example: Do pupils feel Example: Do com-
now raise their hand more
frequently to contribute
in class?

Example: Are formerly

-.that they are less appre-
hensive in speaking in
front of a group; more
adept at working on a
committee, more facile
in playing games, more
understanding in dealing
with siblings and peers?

mittees of children
accomplish group
tasks more efficiently
after guidance than
before?

egocentric children more
concerned with group
involvement and sharing?
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Approaches to an elementary guidance and counseling program,
emphasizing the teacher's role; one of the earlier publications by
a school diitrict
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Series, No. 13. New York: Board of Education of the City of New York,
1956.

Guiding Today's Children, a Guidance Book for Teachers and Administrators
of Elementary Schools. Los Angeles: Los Angeles County Superinten-
dent of Schools Office, 1959.

Understanding and helping elementary school children; suggestions
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Hatch, Raymond, and James W. Costar. Guidance Services in the Elemen-
tary School. Dubuque, Iowa: William C. Brown Co., 1951.

Practical suggestions for developing a guidance program for
studying each pupil as an individual: with examples and diagrams
of satisfactory tools and techniques; one of the pioneer publications
in elementary guidance and counseling

Helping the Troubled School Child. Edited by Grace Chin Lee. New York:
National Association of Social Workers, 1959.

Hirst, Wilma E. Know Your School Psychologist. New York: Grune &

Stratton, Inc., 1962.

Functions of the school psychologist, his services to the school and
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Ilg, Frances L., and Louise Bates Ames. School Readiness: Behavior Tests
Used at the Gesell Institute. New York: Harper & Row, Publishers,
Inc., 1964.

Developmental age (rather than chronological or mental age) as a
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Johnson, Arlien. School Social Work, Its Contributions to Professional
Education. New York: National Association of Social Workers, 1962..

Learning and Its Disorders. Vol. 1. Edited by I. N. Berlin and S. A. Szurek.
Langley Porter Child Psychiatry Series. Palo Alto, Calif. : Science &
Behavior Books, Inc., 1966.

An attempt to bridge the gulf between learning theory and psychiitry,
to explore the origins of learning problems and ways in which the
psychiatrist and school can cope with them
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Maier, Henry W. Three Theories of Child Development. New York: Harper
& Row, Publishers, Inc., 1965.
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Martinson, Ruth, and Harry Smallenburg. Guidance in the Elementary Schools.
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Highland Park, N.J.: Gryphon Press, 1965.
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Minnesota Blueprint for Guidance. St. Paul: Minnesota State Department of
Education, 1960.
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The National Elementary Principal, XLIII (April, 1964).
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counseling; discussions by administrators and teachers as well as
guidance personnel

Nitzchke, Dale F., and George E. Hill. The Elementary School Counselor:
Preparation and Functions. Athens, Ohio: College of Education, Ohio
State University, 1964.

Results of a national study of 527 programs concerned with the
preparation of persons performing guidance services in the
elementary schools

Norris, Willa. Occupational Information in the Elementary School.
Chicago: Science Research Associates, Inc., 1963.

Theory and methods, kindergarten through grade six; resource
materials
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Harcourt, Brace and World, Inc., 1964.

. .

A general guidance textbook, with a list of -Visual materials
and an annotated bibliography

Peter, Laurence J. Prescriptive Teaching. New York: McGraw-Hill
Book Co., Inc. , 1965.

A method of utilizing diagnostic information for planning or
modifying education programs for children with learning problems

Peters, Herman J., and Others. Guidance in the Elementary School. New
York: The Macmillan Company, 1962.

. Guidance in Elementary Schools. Chicago: Rand McNally & Co.,
1965.

Prevention of Failure. Washington, D.C. : National Education Association,
1965.

Discussion of the nature of the learner and his environment, with
emphasis on school practices designed to prevent negative attitudes

Professional Qualifications for School Social Workers. New York: National
Association of Social Workers.

The Psychologist in the School: A Report of a Workshop for School Psycholo-
gists Held at San Francisco State College, Summer, 1956. Compiled by
Eli M. Bower. Bulletin of the California State Department of Education,
Vol. XXVII, No. 9, August 1958. Sacramento: California State Depart-
ment of Education, 1958.

Resource Guide for the Development of a Counselor Handbook. Prepared in
cooperation with the California State Department of Education. San
Jose, Calif. : Office of the Santa Clara County Superintendent of Schools,
1963.

All aspects of a guidance program, with examples

Responsibilities of State Departments of Education for Pupil Personnel
Services. Washington, D.C. : The Council of Chief State School
Officers, 1960.

Riessman, Frank. The Culturally Deprived Child. New York: Harper &

Row, Publishers, Inc., 1962.

A focus on the school's potential contribution instead of the home
environment when working with the culturally deprived; use of
strengths, interpretation of intelligence scores, and understanding
of the thinking of the culturally deprived



School Psychologists at Mid-Century: A Report of the Thayer Conference
on the Functions, Qualifications, and Training of School Psychologists.
Edited by Norma E. Cutts. Washington, D.C.: American Psychological
Association, 1955.

School Social Work--A Service of Schools. Edited by Horace W. Lundberg.
0E-31007, Bulletin 1964, No. 15. Washington D.C.: U. S. Office of
Education, 1964.

Current problems and practices; state-level leadership and training

Shertzer, Bruce, and Rolla F. Pruett. Guidance in Elementary Schools.
Bulletin No. 247, September, 1961. Indianapolis: Indiana State Depart-
ment of Public Instruction, 1961.

A state framework for elementary guidance; function, program
initiation, comparison of elementary and secondary programs;
description of three typical programs in Indiana

Smith, Hyrum M., and Louise Omwake Eckerson. Guidance for Children
in Elementary Schools. 0E-25032, Bulletin 1963, No. 36. Washington,
D.C. : U.S. Office of Education, 1963.

Results of a survey of 24 selected school districts need, existing
programs, guidance, and preparation of the guidance consultant

Social Work in the Schools--Selected Papers. New York: National Associa-
tion of Social Workers, School Social Work Section, 1960.

Stoops, Emery, and Others. Guidance Services. New York: McGraw-Hill
Book Co., Inc., 1959.

Basic principles and techniques for organizing and administering
pupil guidance

Theories of Counseling. Edited by Buford Steffire. New York: McGraw-
Hill Book Co., Inc., 1965.

Four current theories; client-centered, psychoanalytic, and
behavioral (S-R) views of counseling, and trait factors in voca-
tional counseling; use of that theory which is congruent with the
value system of the school

Triska, Joseph Frank. The Juvenile Laws of California, Including Federal
Statutes (Third edition). Los Angeles: Los Angeles Research Pub-
lishing Company, 1956.

The only existing discussion of juvenile laws of California (out of
date in some subjects)
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Warters, Jane. Group Guidance. New York: McGraw-Hill Book Co.,
Inc., 1960.

Welfare and Institutions Code and Laws Relating to Social Work. Compiled
by Georga H. Murphy. Sacramento: California State Department of
General Services, Documents Section, 1965.

Wrenn, C. Gilbert. The Counselor in a Changing World. Washington, D.C. :
American Personnel and Guidance Association, 1962.

Guidance as an American phenomenon; how changes in American
society will influence schools and guidance services



appendix Pupil Personnel Specialists
Defined by Professional Associations

The following descriptions of pupil personnel specialists and their func-
tions have been issued in official statements of the professional associations
indicated.

The Child Welfare and Attendance Supervisor

(Statement by Mrs. Georgina M. Allen, President, California Association of
Supervisors of Child Welfare and Attendance, May 16, 1966)

The child welfare and attendance supervisor receives training in the
understanding of social and psychological forces as they affect human behavior.
Through the use of casework and planned involvement, including consultation,
collaboration and coordination, of parents, other school personnel and family
service, health and law enforcement community agencies, the supervisor
works toward the resolution of problems of school adjustment. He represents
the school in the community by exploring, establishing, coordinating, and
maintaining effective communications and relationships between the school,
home, and the community. He serves as consultant to school personnel in
the interpretation of laws relating to children qnd youth. He provides legal
services: (1) on behalf of pupils, by initiating petitions for legal action
because of habitual truancy or insubordination; (2) for pupils who have no
parent or guardian exercising parental control; (3) against parents who
violate the compulsory attendance laws. He is responsible for the school
placement of minors returning to the community from the camps and institu-
tions of county probation departments and the California Youth Authority.

Role and Function of the School Social Worker

(Statement by Mrs. Lorraine G. Corden, President, California Association
of School Social Workers, March 5, 1967)

The school social worker focuses on services to pupils whose behavior,
including poor attendance, hinders their own learning and that of other pupils.
These services are designed to find out what is causing the pupil's difficulty
and to bring about appropriate changes in the pupil in his environment, or
in both.

Diagnosis of the pupil' problem involves study of his learning, his
responses to people at school and outside of school, his goals, needs and
abilities. Study of the pupil's particular school situation in collaboration
with other school personnel is made to determine whether changes in school
handling or additional services there may improve his learning and behavior.

39
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Study of the pupil's home and community is made to find factors which may
be affecting him and which may be changed to improve his behavior and
learning.

These studies result in several further actions by the school social
worker, including casework or groupwork with the pupil and/or his parents,
continued collaboration with other school personnel, referral of the pupil's
family to community services of various kinds and maintaining liaison with
these services. In maintaining contact with the family, social agenci;:s
working with the family, and with the school, the school social worker assists
in coordination of services in behalf of the child and in providing continuity of
service from year to year. Because of the school social worker's experience
in working with families who have social and economic problems, and his
familiarity with community resources, he provides a natural bridge between
school staff and the families of pupils who are designated for special help
under various federally or state aided programs.

Functions and Purposes of
the School Psychometrist

(Statement by California Association of School Psychologists and Psychome-
trists)

Assesses intellectual and educational characteristics of children,
including the administration of individual psychological tests, and
assists in the planning, evaluating and interpreting of group testing
programs.

To describe learning aptitudes more accurately and to evaluate
the achievement of skills and knowledge

Gathers basic information necessary for the under -standing of the pupil.

To interpret his present learning status in terms of his educa-
tional history and his motivation patterns

Makes verbal and written reports that organize information about a
pupil.

To assist school staff in formulating and specifying appropriate
plans for educational and behavioral management

Functions and Purposes of
the School Psychologist

(Statement b California Association of School Ps cholo ists and Ps chome-
trists

In addition to those services which a school psychometrist performs, the
school psychologist may provide the following:
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Studies and assists the individual pupil, using extensive and intensive
psychological techniques.

To assess his psychological functioning in order to assist him
with critical learning or behavioral problems

Recommends appropriate educational and psychological remediation
for exceptional children.

To accommodate their unique learning and psychological needs

Determines eligibility for or recommends pupil placement in special
programs or classes.

To evaluate educational strengths and weaknesses of a student
and recommend means of dealing with them in the particular
school setting

Participates in planning, executing and assc.ssing programs of educa-
tion and re-education for pupils.

To aid in developing the best possible learning programs for all
children and to evaluate the product of the educational effort

Provides appropriate inservice training and consultive services.

To assist school staff members to better understand behavior
and learning patterns of children and to apply these under-
standings in promoting an improved climate for learning

Plans and executes research projects for the improvement of the
educational program.

To obtain a foundation of accurately interpreted facts upon which
future programs can be built

Serves in a liaison relationship between the school, the community,
and community agencies in the understanding and treatment of
learning and behavior problems.

To interpret the school to the community and to utilize fully all
community resources in helping youth lead full and wholesome
lives

The Elementary School Counselor

(Preliminary Statement by Joint ACES-ASCA Committee on the Elementary
School Counselor, March 24, 1965)

We believe that guidance for all children is an essential component of
the total educational experience in the elementary school. We recognize
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the teacher's many responsibilities in the guidance process, but we recognize
also the significant complementary role of personnel in addition to the teacher.
We believe such additional personnel are essential if the elementary school
is to provide the maximum opportunity for learning, enabling each child to
learn effectively in terms of his own particular abilities and his own develop-
mental process.

We envision a counselor as a member of the staff of each elementary
school. The counselor will have three major responsibilities: Counseling,
consultation, and coordination. He will counsel and consult with individual
pupils and groups of pupils, with individual teachers and groups of teachers,
and with individual parents and groups of parents. He will coordinate the
resources of the school and community in meeting the needs of the individual
pupil. The counselor will work as a member of the local school staff and as
a member of the team providing pupil personnel services.

We believe that guidance for all children is an essential component of the
total educational experience in the elementary school.

By "guidance" we mean a continuing process concerned with determining
and providing for the developmental needs of all pupils. This process is
carried out through a systematically planned program of guidance functions.
These guidance functions are a vital part of the elementary school's organized
effort to provide meaningful educational experiences appropriate to each
child' s need and level of development.

We envision a counselor as a member of the staff of each elementary
school.

By "counselor" we mean a professional person, educationally oriented,
highly knowledgeable in the area of child growth and development, with a
broadly based, multidisciplinary background in the behavioral sciences and
a high degree of competence in human relations.

By "educationally oriented" we mean having a knowledge of the elementary
school program, including curriculum, the learning process and school
organization. We recognize the value of teaching experience in the elementary
school but feel that knowledge of the school program and processes can also
be gained through a planned program of experiences in the school as a part
of the counselor's preparation.

By "broadly based, multidisciplinary background" we mean a program of
preparation carefully planned to include the contributions of several dis-
ciplines-- anthropology, economics, education, philosophy, psychology, and
sociology. The graduate program will, of course, be determined by the
undergraduate program, but we would like see the graduate program be
multidisciplinary in approach from the very beginning. There will be a need
for cooperative effort by all university and college departments concerned
to provide appropriate programs designed specifically for elementary school
counselors. We are not thinking of combining the traditional programs of pre-
paration for secondary school counselors, social workers, or clinical psy-
chologists to make a multidisciplinary program.
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We recognize the va1ue of different types of experiences in the counselor's
background, especially in the development of skill in human relations, and
would encourage experiences in addition to those directly related to education.

We realize that this long-range goal of a counselor in each elementary
school will not be immediately possible for many individual schools. The
size of the school, community resources, and the nature of pupil needs will
determine the number of professional personnel and the organizational pattern
required to provide a continuous, systematic approach in meeting the develop-
mental needs of all pupils.

We also recognize that there will be varying levels of responsibility in
such a program and that contributions to the total guidance process may be
made by persons less highly prepared professionally than the counselor we
have described. We definitely need to explore the specific functions which
may be performed by such personnel.

We would emphasize, however, our belief in the importance of first
having a counselor such as we have described as a member of the individual
school staff.

The counselor will have three major responsibilities: counselingcon-
sultation, and coordination.

The counselor will perform a counseling function with pupils as well as
with parents and teachers.

The counselor will perform a consultative function with parents and with
other school and community personnel. One significant area of consultation
in the school will be participating in the development of curriculum and
making decisions about the use of curriculum. The counselor's point of
emphasis will be to include experiences which will be meaningful to the
child and will help him to develop a realistic self concept. The more closely
an individual can be identified with a particular school the more effective he
can become in this phase of the consultant role.

The counselor will perform a coordinating function in integrating the
resources of the school and community--ideas, things, and people--to meet
the developmentr,1 needs of the individual. Many persons through many dif-
ferent programs are working in separate ways to affect the child's concept
of himself. The counselor in the school integrates these many individual
efforts into a meaningful pattern. As elementary schools change their
organization and teaching procedures, this integrated support for the indivi-
dual pupil will become increasingly important.

The counselor must also see himself and the school as an integral part
of a total community effort. There will be a need for clearly perceived
relationships and definition of functions in working with community personnel.
The strength of community resources should be recognized, and the efforts
of the community should be closely related to those of the school. We see the
counselor with other personnel in the school and community as colleagues
willing to explore together new ways of achieving mutual goals.



Guidance Services in the Elementary School

(Joint Statement by The Guidance and Pupil Personnel and Elementary School
Sections, U.S. Office of Education)

Guidance services share with other services in the elementary school
the function of achieving the best possible growth for children. Guidance
services have unique duties to perform and are carried out through many
different people. Some of these persons may be on the school staff, while
others, in a more auxiliary relationship, may be called upon when they are
needed. The greatest responsibility of the school for guidance services to
children is vested in the classroom teacher, principal, and general super-
visor, all of whom have close and somewhat continuous relationship with all
of the children in the school.

The Guidance Specialist

Guidance specialists may be required to contribute services to children
which the teachers, principal, and supervisor cannot give. The numbers
of people available to contribute such assistance, the extent of their services,
the conditions under which they work and the specific titles they bear may vary
greatly from school to school. All [guidance specialists] perform the'r work
with and through the principals, teachers, and general supervisors who have
major responsibility for the school.

Many personal services ... now designated under the general heading of
guidance services have been provided to school children. These [serviceg
include those of such persons as the attendance officer, psychologist, psy-
chiatrist, and school social workers. In addition trained guidance workers
not specifically attached to any one of these specialties, and with a more
general objective, are proving themselves helpful to the elementary schools,
and are being added to the staffs of large schools or city or county school
offices. Such [worker] can become ... valuable [member] of the staff team,
contributing [heir] special skills to staff decisions and operations.

The term "guidance specialists" here refers to those persons whose main
duty is to help teachers understand, interpret, and use the resources of
guidance services in the teaching of every child and in furthering his growth
and development. These persons may have various titles and work only part
time at this particular function. Such specialists as the physician, the psy-
chiatrist, or the social worker are indispensable in the general pattern of
guidance services, but enter the picture chiefly as sources of referral.
They often deal with single and perhaps atypical individuals who have problems
which require such special aid. The emphasis in the expression
"guidance specialists, " as used in this paper, is on their function of focusing
the full force of guidance work on the day-by-day problems of children.

The usefulness of a guidance specialist in the elementary school depends,
first of all, on the kind .of person involved. He should have had successful
experience in elementary teaching. He should have competencies not merely
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in the tools and techniques of guidance services, but as well in the under-
standing of child growth and learning with emphasis on such factors as
mental hygiene, family relationships, and the use of resources in the com-
munity which must be made available to the child presenting the special
problem.

The usefulness of the guidance specialist depends, secondly, on achieving
good relationships with the teachers and principal. One facet of their relation-
ship is that of giving specific aid: what kind of appraisal to use, how to inter-
pret a complex pattern of characteristics and behavior, how to establish
rapport with a child who is difficult. Another task may be that of providing,
with the aid of the principal, a higher general level of competencies among
all the teachers of the staff with relation to guidance services and their use.
The existence of degrees of understanding among teachers of elementary
schools is an acknowledged fact. The specialist can cooperate in planning
for inservice preparation in these repects. The guidance specialist can,
again, function as liaison with homes and with the resources of a community
available to special needs. Liaison between the elementary and secondary
school is a further important matter in which the guidance specialist figures,
although the entire staffs of both schools should work together to this end.

A third major consideration governing the work of the guidance specialist
in the elementary school is that organized services should be based on the
needs of elementary education and related directly to the school or schools
which they serve. This organization should be developed after study by the
whole staff with the objectives of making all teachers familiar with the pur-
poses and services involved, making the resources meaningful to them as
aids in their classroom work, and establishing the essentiality of guidance
services to the purposes of the school. Cooperative procedures such as
these should insure that the elementary school would secure guidance serv-
ices adapted to its own needs.

A large school may have its own guidance specialist, or, in fact,
numbers of them, often with a variety of backgrounds. In most elementary
situations the guidance specialist must serve a number of schools. The
major duties of the specialists remain the same, but their approach to the
problem involves relationships with a number of principals and school units.
The various guidance specialists in these circumstances not only should
observe administrative channels, but also should make the same allowances
for the different needs of each school as it is expected they would make for
the differences of individual pupils.

The guidance specialist has many personal functions: He may strengthen
the work of classroom teachers or other staff members through inservice
education; use his own skills or those of others to provide certain needed
services for all children, as well as for children with special problems; con-
tribute the resources of the guidance field in the improvement of the curricu-
lum for some or all children; apply to school problems such tools as testing,
test interpretation, or a survey in some area; employ the cumulative knowledge
of children and their environment in the coordination of the work of the entire
school from kindergarten through high school or junior college; work with
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parents, other community adults, organizations, clinics, and institutions.
In schools which allow children to drop out of school before they reach the
high school, he may deal with vocational problems such as selecting a voca-
tion or the training for one.

A guidance specialist has specific services to offer the staff:

1. Techniques through which some of the social, emotional, and
physical characteristics of children may be discovered, recorded,
interpreted, and used to help discover needs. Among these are:

Careful observation of social and emotional behavior
Conferences with children, and with parents, teachers, physi-

cians, and others about individual children who need such
attention

Devices for studying the behavior of children in groups, such
as sociometry, anecdotal or running records

Unfinished stories
Role-playing and dramatization
Personality tests

2. Techniques through which scholastic achievement, native abilities,
aptitudes, and other individual traits may be ascertained for indi-
viduals or groups:

Individual intelligence tests
Group tests for:

Readiness and intelligence
Aptitudes
Achievement

3. Techniques of securing resources and coordinating activities, of
identifying needed help and making it available, to the end of pro-
moting the growth of children:

Working with teachers and parents to increase understanding
and to foster the development, of children

Wording with the school staff, and especially the teacher, to
help adapt the curriculum to the child's needs

4. Techniques through which opportunities for continuity in learning
are provided:

Discovering the individual differences and needs within a group
Helping teachers to a better understanding of differences
Helping teachers (and parents) to let children proceed at their

own rate
Helping the staff to utilize every aspect of school effort so that

each child may grow steadily
Maintaining the data of cumulative records for every child and

sending these records on for use in the next school
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The Classroom Teacher

The classroom teacher is the central figure in making useful to the
children the resources of guidance services. It is her business to interpret
children's characteristics in terms of their needs, It is her task to meet
these needs by what she teaches and how she teaches it, a principle long
accepted in elementary education. Many elementary teachers have become
familiar both with the guidance principles concerned and with many of the
techniques involved.

In ... her role in guidance services, her preparation for teaching, her
opportunities for observation, her care for the personal problems of each
child, and the skills and knowledge which go with these factors, add to her
competencies. The limits of her service, however, like those for any other
person, do exist. They lie in such things as the relatively large number of
children she must handle at one time, the limitations [sic] she is subject to
during school hours, and in the lack of training in the more technical aspects
of guidance services. Although no other person should, in the first instance,
come between her, her pupil, and the solution of the pupil's problems, there
comes a time when every teacher needs and wants further resources in these
aspects of her work.

The elementary teacher may use a selective approach toward some
guidance techniques, especially those designed for secondary schools. If,
for instance, the policy of promotion avoids over-agencies and retardation
in the elementary school, the specific question of occupational choice is
irrelevant there. "Counseling, " in a certain sense of the word, must also
be reinterpreted. [The teacher] is, however, often faced with emotional
maladjustment, and the dire need of detection and prompt remedial action.
She is concerned with the social and emotional needs of children breaking
away for the first time from the close supervision of home. She would like
to know more exactly, as a confirmation of her own observation, the readi-
ness of a particular pupil for the work he must do, his mental capacity,
and often the causes for many discrepancies in the evidence. These are
inquiries which may call for resources beyond her own. Teachers would
welcome the advantages to all in the school when good staff planning in the
use of guidance service- is part of the school philosophy and practice. The
teacher would probably also like to feel that her consistent care for the
growth and development of the individual persisted in the secondary schools.
In these schools guidance :services should be conducted both with the knowl-
edge of what the elementary school does, and with continuity in studying
and caring for any particular child.

Relationship of Guidance Services to Teacher and School

To supplement the classroom teacher's efforts, therefore, specific
resources must be obtained. Not only should these be made available by
competent specialists, but the school itself must also incorporate both the
use of these resources and the services of specialists into its purposes and
program. The mere acceptance of the principles of guidance and the expec-
tation of the general adherence of all teachers to these principles is no
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services in its program. The true purpose, therefore, of guidance services
in elementary schools is to bring to focus on each child the efforts and
resources of school and community to the end that every child may realize
his best potentialities. Guidance services are essential aids to the teaching,
learning, and developing processes in which the parent, the teacher, the
principal, and others concerned with the school's children all take part, but
in which the elementary teacher remains the key person.

Guidance services have two uses of a more general nature: The first
concerns research, which must always begin with finding the facts. Guidance
services supply facts not otherwise easily obtained. These begin with a
description of the individual characteristics and needs, but end with data
from which generalizations, even concerning large groups, may be obtained.
Working with such data, researchers can provide facts for the solution of
problems like those of the general readiness for reading of the pupils who
enter the school, the proportion of pupils who will demand in rather constant
numbers certain special services, or the range of reading achievement as
compared with reading abilities.

The second general use of guidance services concerns the cumulative
result of recording the characteristics of the pupils and their environment.
This process produces a mass of information which can contribute directly
to the ongoing changes in the elementary school. These resources not only
yield immediate aids for the teacher ... , [but] they also furnish materials
which the school as a whole can use in shaping the content and method of
its curriculum, its organization and administration, and its role in the com-
munity. In many respects these two uses of guidance services may have an
even more profound influence on the accomplishments of the school as a
whole than specific aid to the teacher in dealing with her individual pupils
may yield. Conceivably, as a result of these influences, a school might
improve its relations with parents, find ways of dealing with children with
identified needs which cannot be met in the classroom, alter its grade
organization, change its approach of mental or physical health education,
or in numbers of other ways prove its ability to meet better the needs of its
own children in their own environment.

There is a question whether guidance services in the elementary school
may depend almost wholly on the relationships of the teacher with her pupils
or whether they need to be organized to a degree. Relevant to this question
is the fact that most elementary teachers have their children for six hours
a day, five days a week, and usually at least for a school year. These cir-
cumstances put her so closely in touch with each of her pupils as to give her
numerous advantages over teachers who have children for a shorter period.

There are, however, several factors in the elementary school which
suggest some organization of guidance services. First, teachers need help
in various degrees in securing and using guidance services effectively. They
need to know the problems of children, what kind of help is available, what
kind of specialist is able to help on a particular problem, and how the assist-
ance of a specialist can be obtained. This help implies the availability of
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competent specialists, who understand the teacher's problems and can aid
her on her own terms. Second, teachers need an accumulation of information
about their pupils. Frequently what one teacher learns about a pupil's char-
acteristics may not be passed on to the next teacher. Essential facts should
be part of an accurate and cumulative record to which each teacher not only
contributes but through which she may also get the total picture of any pupil
to that time. Third, teachers are constantly confronted with questions
be7rond their capacity to answer. They need a ready recourse in such cases,
sometimes to get more enlightenment about a pupil for their own use, some-
times to refer the pupil for clinical or beyond-school help.

Fourth, the need for continuity between elementary and secondary schools
concerns pupil, teacher, and administrator. The success of guidance services
on the secondary level depends more and more not merely on the information
received about individual pupils from the elementary school but also on a
knowledge of the methods and attitudes of the elementary schools in dealing
with its pupils. These facts are now often unknown to the high school. The
liaison between the elementary school and the high school should be a matter
of careful attention. The classroom teacher obviously cannot carry this
responsibility, and the elementary school principal or, for that matter, the
secondary school staff, who have other major duties, may not be able to give
the time required. The continuity depends on cooperation between the staffs
of the two schools and may be facilitated by administration and guidance
specialists.

In addition to these factors are, of course, the contacts with homes
which should be made as much as possible by each teacher, but which in
the more complex cases become the duties of such persons as the visiting
teacher or the school social workers. Assistance of this sort is supplied
by comprehensive guidance services provided to the school, often through
many agencies.

There are a number of persons in a school system besides teachers
and guidance specialists who have important roles to play in the guidance
services in elementary schools. Regardless of their official titles and posi-
tions, their effectiveness to perform guidance functions depends entirely upon
their competencies in this area and on how the staff operates.

The Principal

The principal is both an administrator and an educational leader. As
the administrator of the school, he coordinates the activities in the school,
and the services of such a person as a guidance specialist would come within
his range of responsibilities. Referrals to special consultants, decisions as
to the making, keeping, and use of records, and the facilitating of attention
to individual pupils are cases in point. Any specialist coming from outside
the school would, of course, see the principal and arrange his work with
the principal's] cooperation.

The leadership of the principal in a particular field depends on his com-
petency in that area. A principal should have comprehensive experience
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and training, and the ability to work with teachers and to help them stimulate
their professional growth. With respect of guidance services, the same
principle applies. The principal should secure an understanding of the prin-
ciples and practices involved, and promote the usefulness of services which
presumably wound not have been begun at all without his knowledge and
encouragement. When, however, professional questions beyond his com-
petency appear, the principal, like any other person, will seek help from
others especially qualified.

One interesting possibility is that of having the principal himself, under
certain conditions, assume the major responsibilities of the guidance special-
ist, as distinguished from [the principal's] more generalized responsibilities
in this area. Such a suggestion would require two conditions: First, that
[the principal] should be relieved of many of the routine administrative details
which now take up so much of [his] time. This relief might be supplied by a
person of a clerical capacity rather than by one with the rank of assistant or
vice-principal, an outcome which could result in real economy. The second
condition is that the principal prepare himself in the competencies which he
would require, since he would have numbers of technical and professional
problems to solve. If these s' ggestions are valid, they might involve a new
look at the functions of the principal as well as at his inservice and preservice
preparation. It is possible that the relationships with his staff, his children,
and his community which the suggested functions entail would make the prin-
cipal a more useful and effective leader and more closely tied to the problems
of pupils, parents, and community.

The General Supervisor and Consultant

The role of the general supervisor or consultant is usually considered
to be that of improving curriculum and teaching practices. Many supervisors
have come into their positions by virtue of preparation for and experience in
teaching, but without obtaining competencies in all special areas. EA super-
visor who does not have guidance competencies] may decide to obtain them,
or to leave the professional aspects of guidance services to more specialized
staff. The latter choice has many possibilities. The supervisor can facili-
tate the work of the guidance worker in a dozen ways: by support, by making
easier the access to principals and teachers, by furnishing a channel to
school administrative headquarters, and by such specific methods as holding
conferences and staff meetings which would bring together teachers, principals,
supervisors, and also guidance specialists.

Since guidance services are, however, basic and have a part to play in
every school, essential background in these services should be a part of
every supervisor's preparation.

Summary

Guidance services have a unique and essential function in elementary
schools. They are carried on in a wide variety of ways and by persons with
various titles, but reach the child mostly through the teacher, principal,
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and general supervisor. [The object of guidance services] is to aid the
teacher and the school to serve each child better through a greater knowledge
of his characteristics, his behavior, and his environment, so as to help
identify his needs and the ways of meeting them.

The guidance specialist gains his usefulness first because of his quali-
fications and training, and secondly through his thorough integration as a
member of the school team, working with teachers, principal, and parent[s],
and reaching into many professional resources which serve children.

The guidance specialist brings many specific techniques to the help of
the teacher in solving the problems of children as individuals and in groups.
These include tests and measurements, cumulative records, and rapport in
handling difficult cases. The guidance specialist expands the possibilities
of liaison with home, other schools, and professional persons for the school
staff in the field of his competencies. In all this he acts in a staff rather
than in a line capacity, and as a member of th school team.

The teacher remains the key person in making the resources of guidance
services available to her children. She uses these services in her daily
work to give her more facts and understanding about children's needs. She
makes a selective use of techniques as they are needed. She calls on the
guidance specialist for aid in questions beyond her own training and in making
available for any child clinical and other special help.

Guidance services have an identifiable form and content which have a
role to play in achieving the purposes of the school helping the child attain
his potentialities. Aside from their daily use by the teacher, they supply
more general resources to the school. Examples of these are: supplying
data for studying enrollment characteristics and furnishing facts for admin-
istrative changes to enable the school to meet needs better.

Guidance services will work better if they have some recognizable
organization staff to carry them out and know functions to perform. Teachers
and ;he school as a whole need the specific help Examples: leadership
and coordination in guidance matters; ready availability of a specialist to
help solve problems; cumulative information about any pupil at any time;
better continuity, affecting each_pupil, between elementary and secondary
schools; services ... involving [the pupil's] home, and the resources
of specialists of many kinds.

The principal has both an administrative and leadership function in
guidance services. He facilitates the work of all concerned. He uses his
personal leadership and skills in making services more useful, and freely
employs the skills of specialists to supplement his own. He may, if he has
acquired sufficient professional training and can find the time, even serve
as the guidance specialist in his own building.

The general supervisor of elementary schools can be of potent help
both in giving guidance services where he is competent and in lending the
great influence of his office and his ability at coordination to the growth and
use of these services.
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Guidance services in elementary schools have been taking form and
adding to their usefulness for a long time. They have enlisted many persons
of various training and function in their work, always depending [upon] the
teacher as their principal approach to the child and teamwork as a method.
The growth of new techniques, and of wider fields of usefulness, indicates a
new need for better organization, specifically trained personnel, and a more
clearly outlined function for guidance services in the elementary school.



appendix I Selected Sections from
the California Education Code

Evidence of General Intellectual Ability

6422. "For the purposes of this article, the general intellectual ability of a
minor shall be evidenced by one or more of the following factors:

"(a) Achievement in school work.
"(b) Scores on tests measuring intellectual ability and aptitude.
"(c) The judgments of teachers and school administrators and super-

visors who are familiar with the demonstrated ability of the minor."

Parents' Consent; Admission on Individual Evaluation

6755. "(a) No minor shall be required to participate in a program for
educationally handicapped minors unless the parent oz guardian of the minor
files prior written consent to such participation with the governing board of
the school district.

"(b) Admission of the educationally handicapped minors to programs
established under the provisions of this chapter shall be made only on the
basis of an individual evaluation according to standards established by the
State Board of Education and upon the recommendation of an admissions com-
mittee which shall include a teacher, a school nurse or social worker, a
school psychologist or other pupil personnel worker, a principal or supervisor
and a licensed physician."

Testing or Screening of Pupils

6758. "The testing or screening of all pupils in a particular grade, school
or district, shall not be a condition of eligibility for apportionment under the
provisions of Sections 18221 and 18222. In the event the governing board of
a school district elects to do such testing or screening, only such tests or
screening procedures as are approved by the State Board of Education for
this purpose shall be used. School districts intending to do such testing or
screening shall give written notice to the parents or guardians of the pupils
concerned at least 15 days prior to such testing or screening and shall pro-
vide copies of any written instruments to be used for such testing or screening
in the office of the principal of the school the pupils attend for examination by
such parents or guardians. No minor shall be required to participate in such
screening or testing unless the parent or guardian files prior written consent
to such participation with the governing board of such school district."

53
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Minors Hospitalized for Mental Disturbances

6802.5. "Minors hospitalized because of mental disturbances shall be con-
sidered as being physically handicapped. All references in law to Section
6802 shall be deemed to refer to this section in addition to Section 6802. "

Individual Examination of Child by Psychologist

6908. "Before any child is placed in a school or class for mentally retarded
children, he shell be given a careful individual examination by a competent
psychologist holding a credential for that purpose issued by the State Board
of Education, or by a person serving under the supervision of such a psy-
chologist and holding a credential for that purpose issued by the State Board
of Education, and a consultation with his parents or guardian held. A psy-
chiatrist may be consulted in any specific case when the governing board of
the district deems it necessary."

Objection to Examination by Parent or Guardian

6909. "No examination as specified in Sections 6901 to 6913, inclusive,
shall be given if the parent or guardian objects on the ground that such
examination is contrary to the religious beliefs of such parent or guardian. "

Individual Social and Vocational Counseling

6912.5. "Individual counseling and guidance in social and vocational matters
shall be provided as part of the instructional program for mentally retarded
pupils. Upon approval by the State Department of Education the governing
board of any school district may separately, or in co-operation with the
governing board or boards of one or more other school districts, or in co-
operation with the Bureau of Vocational Rehabilitation of the State Department
of Education, employ a special co-ordinator, who shall make a study of
employment and occupational opportunities and shall assist in the co-ordina-
tion of the education of the mentally retarded minors with the commercial and
industrial pursuits of the community, so as to prepare the minors for employ.
ment. "

Legislative Declaration; Uses

8501. "The Legislature hereby declares that it is in the interest of the state
and of the people for the office of the county superintendent of schools,
through the county school service fund, to provide coordination of the educa-
tional program among districts under his jurisdiction and to provide profes-
sional and financial assistance to school districts which otherwise, because
of size or location, would not be able to furnish a satisfactory program of
education for their children. Such assistance is a matter of general concern
inasmuch as the education of the children of the state is an obligation and
function of the state.
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"In adopting this act, the Legislature considers that the co-ordination
CZ the educational program constitutes the greatest continuing need to be met
through the county school service fund. To meet this need the necessity is
recognized to provide professional services to coordinate courses of study,
guidance services, health services, school library services, special educa-
tion, and attendance activities.

"As an additional need, the Legislature recognizes the necessity to
provide professional services in districts too small to supply such services
for themselves economically and effectively, such as,(1) to prepare courses
of study; (2) to supervise instructional practices; (3) to provide direct
guidance services, health services, and attendance services normally pro-
vided in an educational program; (4) to provide for the purchase, distribution,
and use of supplementary instructional materials and equipment; and (5) to
provide educational opportunity to normal and special pupils who would other-
wise be denied it. It is recognized further that providing for professional
service is a transitory function of the county school service fund to be assumed
by school districts when, through growth or reorganization, they will be able to
perform the services for themselves.

"It is the further intent of the Legislature that:

"(a) Services involving the coordination of the educational program
which have among others the purposes of (1) enforcing minimum standards,
(2) improving the educational program, and (3) promoting order and reason-
able uniformity in the educational program shall be provided, except as may
be specifically authorized, at the district level, reserving to the district the
opportunity and responsibility for internal improvement, and that such serv-
ices will be provided in such a manner that recognition will be given to the
responsibilities placed upon school districts by the Legislature to determine
and administer their own educational program.

"(b) Services to school districts which do not constitute coordination
among districts shall be provided in such a manner that impetus will be
given to strengthening school districts and to improving district organization
to the end that more effective programs of education may be offered, and
that the provision of services through the county school service fund shall
not act to deter or delay any school districts from furnishing such services
for themselves.

"(c) Services to school districts shall be cooperatively provided by
two or more county superintendents of schools without regard for county
boundaries whenever a particular service may be so provided with economy
and effectiveness.

"(d) The direct operation of an educational program by the county
superintendent of schools shall, except as specifically authorized by the
Legislature, be limited to those emergency cases where children would
otherwise be denied an opportunity for education."
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Cc-ordination by County Superintendent

8503. "The county superintendent of schools may, with the approval of the
county board of education and in accordance with regulations of the Superin-
tendent of Public Instruction which he is hereby authorized to adopt, employ
qualified personnel to provide for the coordination of courses of study,
guidance services, health services, school library services, special. educa-
tion, and attendance activities among the school districts under his jurisdic-
tion. The regulations of the Superintendent of Public Instruction adopted
pursuant to this section shall be adopted with the advice of an advisory com-
mittee to include county superintendents of schools, which the Superintendent
of Public Instruction is herewith authorized to appoint."

Employment of Personnel to Supervise Attendance

8651. "The county superintendent of schools may, with the approval of the
county board of education, employ personnel to supervise the attendance of
pupils in elementary school districts under his jurisdiction which had less
than 901 units of average daily attendance during the preceding fiscal year,
in high school districts under his jurisdiction which had less than 301 units
of average daily attendance during the preceding fiscal year, and in unified
school districts under his jurisdiction which had less than 1,501 units of
average daily attendance during the preceding fiscal year, if the districts
are not served by any district supervisor of attendance."

Employment of Supervisors of Attendance Under Agreement With District

8652. "The county superintendent of schools may, with the approval of the
county board of education, provide for the supervision of the attendance of
pupils in school districts under his jurisdiction other than specified in
Section 8651. The county superintendent of schools shall transfer from the
funds of the district to the county school service fund an amount equal to the
actual cost of providing for the supervision of attendance."

Credential Requirements

8653. "The services described in Sections 8651 and 8652 shall be performed
by persons who hold a valid credential issued by the State Board of Education
authorizing performance of the service. "

8704. "The services described in Sections 8701, 8702, and 8703 shall be
performed by persons who hold a valid health and development credential,
or life diploma based thereon, or a standard designated services credential
with a specialization in health issued by the State Board of Education; pro-
vided, however, that a psychologist may be employed to perform psychologi-
cal services under contract if he is the holder of a valid school psychologist
credential issued by the State Board of Education."
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Employment of Personnel to Provide Guidance Services

8751. "The county superintendent of schools may, with the approval of the
county board of education, employ personnel to provide necessary guidance
services to pupils in elementary school districts under his jurisdiction
which had less than 901 units of average daily attendance during the preceding
fiscal year, in high school districts under his jurisdiction which had less than
301 units of average daily attendance during the preceding fiscal year, and in
unified school districts under his jurisdiction which had less than 1,501 units
of average daily attendance during the preceding fiscal year; provided, ade-
quate guidance services are not being furnished by the district. "

Provision of Guidance Services Under District Agreements

8752. "The county superintendent of schools may, with the approval of the
county board of education, enter into an agreement with the governing board
of any district for the provision of guidance services in the district by the
county superintendent of schools. The agreement shall provide for the pay-
ment by the district of the cost of providing the guidance services. The
county superintendent of schools shall transfer from the funds of the district
to the county school service fund the amounts set forth in the agreement."

Credential Requirements

8753. "The services described in Sections 8751 and 8752 shall be performed
by persons who hold a valid credential issued by the State Board of Education
authorizing performance of the service. "

Information Concerning Pupils

10751. "No teacher, principal, employee, or governing board member of
any public, private, or parochial school, including colleges and universities,
shall give out any personal information concerning any particular pupil
enrolled in the school in any class to any person except under judicial process
unless the person is one of the following:

"(a) A parent or guardian of such pupil.
"(b) A person designated, in writing, by such pupil if he is an adult,

or by the parent or guardian of such pupil if he is a minor.
"(c) An officer or employee of a public, private, or parochial school

where the pupil attends, has attended, or intends to enroll.
"(d) An officer or employee of the United States, the State of California,

or a city, city and county, or county seeking information in the course of his
duties.

"(e) An officer or employee of a public or private guidance or welfare
agency of which the pupil is a client.

"Restrictions imposed by this act are not intended to interfere with the
giving of information by school personnel concerning participation in athletics
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and other school activities, the winning of scholastic or other honors and
awards, and other like information. Notwithstanding the restrictions imposed
by this section, an employer or potential employer of the pupil may be fur-
nished the age and scholastic record of the pupil and employment recommen-
dations prepared by members of the school staff, and rosters or lists con-
taining the names and addresses of seniors in public, private, or parochial
high schools or junior colleges may be furnished to private business or pro-
fessional schools and colleges. "

Mental Examination

11801. "Upon the report of the principal of a school that a pupil shows
evidence of impaired mental health and that a mental examination is desirable,
the governing body of the school district may, with the written consent of the
pupil's parent or guardian provide for the mental examination of said pupil.

"The principal shall not be liable for damages or for any civil or
criminal penalty for any report made in good faith in carrying out the pro-
visions of this section. 'I

Rules to Secure Proper Care and Secrecy

11802. "The governing board of any school district shall make such rules
for the mental examination, as provided in Section 11801, of the pupils in
the public schools under its jurisdiction as will insure proper care of the
pupils and proper secrecy in connection with any condition of impaired mental
health noted by the supervisor of health or his assistant and as may tend to
the correction of such condition, and any such governing board may consult
and co-operate with the Department of Mental Hygiene in formulating such
rules. The Department of Mental Hygiene shall co-operate to the full extent
of its capacities in aiding and assisting school districts in carrying out the
duties imposed by this article (commencing at Section 11801). "

Report to Parent

11803. "When evidence of impaired mental health has been noted by the
supervisor of health or his assistant, a report shall be made to the parent
or guardian of the child, asking the parent or guardian to take such action
as will cure or correct the condition. Such report must be made on a form
prescribed or approved by the Superintendent of Public Instruction and shall
not include therein any recommendation suggesting or directing the pupil to
a designated individual or class of practitioner for the purpose of curing or
correcting any condition referred to in the report.

"The provisions of this section do not prevent a supervisor of health
from recommending in a written report that the child be taken to a public
clinic or diagnostic and treatment center operated by a public hospital or by
the state, county, or city department of public health."
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Written Consent of Parent Required for Psychiatric Treatment of Pupils

11804. "Notwithstanding the provisions of any law authorizing or requiring
an officer or employee with duties connected with the public schools to pro-
vide for or arrange for, or otherwise engage in any activity directed to pro-
viding for, the psychological or psychiatric treatment, or both, of ,a pupil
enrolled in a public school, no officer or employee of a school district, nor
any county superintendent of schools nor any of his employees, nor any mem-
ber of a county board of education nor any of its employees shall place, or
participate in placing, a pupil enrolled in a public school in any public or
private agency, institution, or place, outside of the pupil's school of attendance,
for psychological treatment or psychiatric treatment, or both, unless the
prior written consent of the parent or guardian to such placement and treat-
ment is first obtained.

"This section does not authorize any officer or employee to adminis-
ter psychological or psychiatric treatment to a pupil either within the school
of the pupil's attendance or at a place outside of such school without the
written consent of the parent or guardian."

Contract for Mental Health Services

11805. "The governing board of any school district may enter into a contract
with a mental health clinic or child guidance clinic for the furnishing to the
district by the clinic of mental health services for the pupils of the district.
The terms and conditions governing the providing of such services shall be
set forth in the contract. No payment shall be made by the district for
services performed by persons who do not possess a credential issued by
the State Board of Education covering such service. When the conditions of
the contract have been fulfilled, the cost of services rendered pursuant to
such contract may be paid from the funds of the district. The governing
board of any city, county, or district which maintains a public mental clinic
or child guidance clinic is arnorized to enter such an agreement. "

Appointment and Compensation

12351. "The board of education of any city or city and county shall appoint
a supervisor of attendance and such assistant supervisors of attendance as
may be necessary for the city or city and county. The board shall fix the
compensation, payable from the special school fund of the city or city and
county, and shall prescribe the duties of the supervisor and assistant super-
visors of attendance, not inconsistent with law. "

Certification of Supervisor for City or City and County

12352. "In any city or city and county no supervisor of attendance or assistant
supervisors of attendance shall be appointed, unless he has been lawfully
certificated for the work by the county board of education.'"



District Supervisors

12353. "The board of school trustees of any district of a county may appoint
a district supervisor of attendance to act under the direction of the county
supervisor of attendance."

Employment by More Than One District

12354. "Two or more districts may unite in appointing a district supervisor
of attendance and in paying his compensation."

Certification of District Supervisor

12356. "In any district or districts with an average daily attendance of 1,000
or more school children, according to the annual school report of the last
preceding school year, no district supervisor of attendance shall be appointed,
unless he has been lawfully certificated for the work by the county board of
education."

Governing Board May Contract for Private Social Workers as Counselors

13012. "The governing board of a school district, which does not employ
persons charged with school-community duties of counseling students and
parents or guardians in their homes, may contract with any qualified social
ervice agency or organization to secure the services, on a part-time or

full-time basis, of qualified social workers as counselors in schools and in
the homes of pupils. The State Board of Education shall adopt rules and
regulations for the implementation of this section, but such social workers
shall not be required to hold credentials or certification documents otherwise
required under this code for service in the public schools.

"As used in this section 'school district' means any of the following
school districts, but does not include any other school district:

"(a) A unified school district having an average daily attendance of
less than 1501.

"(b) A high school district having an average daily attendance of less
than 301.

"(c) An elementary school district having an average daily attendance
of less than 901."

Minimum Requirements for Standard Designated Services Credential
With Specialization in Pupil Personnel Services; Services Authorized
by Credential

13196. "The minimum requirements for the standard designated services
credential with a specialization in pupil personnel services shall be all of
the following:



"(a) A baccalaureate or higher degree from an institution approved by
the State Board of Education.

"(b) One year of college or university education in addition to the
requirement for the baccalaureate degree secured in an institution approved
by the State Board of Education. Except where inappropriate, the fifth year
shall be substantially devoted to academic and clinical training for the serv-
ices in which the credential is sought.

'(c) Such additional requirements as may be prescribed by the State
Board of Education. Such additional requirements shall be prescribed by
the board on or before July 1, 1963.

"The standard designated services credential with a specialization in
pupil personnel services shall authorize the holder to perform, at all grade
levels, the pupil personnel service approved by the State Board of Education
as designated on the credential."
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